New insights on the disease contribution of neuroinflammation in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a degenerative motor neuron disease with a strong neuroinflammatory component. This review summarizes how the connection between neurodegeneration and the immune system is strengthened by new discoveries from ALS genetics and the analysis of subpopulations of immune cells in ALS. Recent genes identified in ALS encode for proteins with direct immune roles, which when mutated lead to deregulation of immune functions, potentially influencing the disease. Although neuroinflammation in the central nervous system (CNS) of ALS patients has been well documented, new evidence suggests also direct malfunctions of immune cells in the CNS and at the periphery. Although CD4+ T-regulatory lymphocytes are protective in ALS, their number and function are altered over the disease course. CD8+ T cells are detrimental for motor neurons in the CNS but show some protective roles at the periphery. Similarly, the presence of mast cells in muscles of ALS models and patients and impairments of monocyte functions reveal potential new players in ALS disease progression. Although motor neuron degeneration is considered the prime event in ALS, dysfunctions in immune processes can impact the disease, highlighting that targeting specific immune components is a strategy for developing biomarkers and ultimately new drugs.